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A new generation surface material that both 
absorbs noise and is fully customizable. 

Ceiling mounted for both sound absorption and aesthetic 
purposes, ezoBord Grid Canopies reduce echo and unwanted 
noise in boardrooms, meeting areas, open plan offices or a variety 
of public spaces. Grid Canopies assemble in just a few minutes, 
are super light weight and easy to suspend from any ceiling with 
several suspension hardware options to choose from. 

Made with recycled plastic water bottles.

TAPERED OVAL

Standard Shapes Standard Colors

PURE BLACK  

PB09

CHARCOAL  

CG06

SLATE GRAY  

SG07

SILVER GRAY  

SG04

CLASSIC WHITE  

CW04

LIGHT BEIGE  

LB01

DESERT SAND 

DS10

AMBER YELLOW  

AY27

TIGER ORANGE  

T024

RUBY RED  

RR28

DEEP PURPLE  

DP30

MINDNIGHT NAVY  

MN12

AQUA BLUE  

AB40

POWDER BLUE  

PB02

GREEN APPLE 

GA41

SHAPES
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COLORS

THICKNESS

FIRE TESTING

MATERIAL 

NOISE REDUCTION

CLEANING 

INSTALLATION 

PRODUCT VARIANCES

Tapered grid and oval grid available.

Refer to price guide for size options. 
Also available in custom sizes. Ask customer service for details.

15 standard colors.

3/8" thick (9mm) and 1/2" thick (12mm) available.

ASTM E84 A and CAN/ULC S102.

100% polyester, +/- 50% of which comes from recycled water bottles without use of adhesives or other 
bonding agents.

3/8" (9mm) averages NRC 0.75 (subject to mounting conditions) 1.0 NRC in mid-high frequencies.

Remove dust and dirt with a stiff plastic bristle brush. Distilled water can be used to remove stains. Always 
use a soft, clean cloth and blot dry.

Grid open cell canopies are shipped flat and can be easily assembled on site. Grid canopies can be 
suspended from open deck ceilings or from standard T bar ceilings with optional adjustable hardware. 

ezoBord PET fibre panels employ a traditional felt production process. Multiple tones can be present in 
the fiber and some variations in color should be expected when specifying this sustainable material.

Specifications

Suspended ezobord Grid Canopies bring room acoustics to an 
entirely new level. Control room reverberation in both monotone 
and duotone color options.  


